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News in Brief
An Introduction from New CESO(A)
– Col Mike Jeavons
Two and a half months into the role of CESO(A), I am
still very much learning the ropes. However, I already
know for sure that this is going to be an interesting
and stimulating post.
I arrived here from the role of Chief Aircraft Engineer
to the Aviation Reconnaissance Force (ARF) based in
Aldergrove in Northern Ireland. I was deeply embedded in the safety
function and supported the ARF Delivery Duty Holder (DDH) by providing
him with key airworthiness advice. I therefore jumped at the opportunity
to continue to broaden my HS&EP experience and influence when the post
of CESO(A) became available. I am thrilled to have been selected for the
post and I would like to take this opportunity to thank my predecessor, Col
Andy Lambert, and his Deputy, Lt Col Richard Thorpe, who did a superb job
of steering the Army’s HS&EP community through the early days of Duty
Holding – a Herculean task in anyone’s book!
Since commissioning in 1991, I have served with 4 Armoured Workshop
REME in Detmold, 35 Engineer Regiment in Hameln and 3 CS Battalion REME
in Paderborn. More recently I have served with LogNEC in DE&S as part of
the Safety Assurance Team. As well as these Land-based roles, I also qualified
as an aircraft engineer and have served in several aviation appointments both
at RD and on the staff. Throughout all these roles have been operational
deployments to Bosnia, Iraq and Afghanistan. I hope that I bring a good
breadth of experience to the role, but I am under no illusions that I will be
relying heavily on the many subject matter experts (particularly within our
safety matrix) out there across the Army: I look forward to your support!
By the time you read this edition of Safety Matters, the new ACSO 3216
will have been released to replace the out of date LFSO 3216. I commend it
to you. As part of CESO(A)’s “Simplifying Safety” initiative, the format has
been updated to reflect its function as the Army’s capstone HS&EP policy
document. Also of note is the reduction in the number of RtL activities to
which Duty Holding applies. Previously this ran to c136 activities and ACSO
3216 rationalises this to just 8:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All live firing training.
Arduous training.
Adventurous training.
Military diving.
Operating / driving mililtary bespoke vehicles.
Aviation (including UAS).
Military parachuting.
EOD.

So what next? Within the short time that I have been in the job, it is clear to
me that we must all continue to develop the Army’s Safety Culture. Whilst
great strides have been made in recent years, there is no doubt that there
is still a way to go before it is embedded as fundamental to all that we do.
This is not an easy transformation and I will be seeking your views on how
we can best take it forward. As you will all be aware, leadership is also key
to the embedding of the Army’s Safety Culture and I am reassured that the
Army’s senior management gets the importance of this and will support us in
delivering it.
I hope that this introduction gives you a flavour of my background, the
current “live” issues and how I see the future developing. I welcome your
interaction and I encourage you to get in touch with me or the team. The
CESO(A) mailbox is ArmyLF-CESO-Mailbox@mod.gov.uk and we will pick up
and respond to any communications. I also hope that many of you made it to
the inaugural Army Safety and Environment Conference on the 10th of May.
This will be an annual event and, again, I welcome your feedback. Finally,
if you find yourselves in Andover – please pop in and see us on the ground
floor of Blenheim building – we (might) even make you a brew!
Col Mike Jeavons

Ionising Radiation Regulations 2017
As part of the new Ionising Radiation Regulations 2017
(IRR17), the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has
introduced a new graded approach for employers to follow
when carrying out a practice using ionising radiation.
The potential hazard of the practice (taking account of
the type and level of radiation or quantity of radioactive
material used) will determine whether HSE needs to be
notified of the work or whether a registration or consent
needs to be sought from HSE. These requirements will be
met by submitting the required information to the HSE
via an online portal. The required detail increases from
notification to consent in line with the increasing hazard.
The above has been carried out centrally by CESO(A) for
the Army TLB. Copies of the relevant certificates will be
available to view on the DSTL Radiation Protection web
page (http://collab.dstl.r.mil.uk/DRPA/Pages/default.aspx) in
due course.
However, Army museums will have to carry out the process
for themselves due to the fact they employ non-civil
servants and volunteers. Guidance for this, including a
DSTL helpline, has been distributed to museums through
the Army Heritage Branch.

Welcome
As well as the new CESO(A), Col Mike
Jeavons, we welcome a new Deputy
CESO(A), Lt Col Kevin Howard-Perry:
I joined the Royal Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers in November
1983 as a young soldier. I then
changed trades from vehicle mechanic
to Regimental Duties during basic
training to reach my goal of becoming
a Regimental Sergeant Major. I have served in many places
throughout the world including Iraq, Afghanistan, United
Arab Emirates, Nepal, Canada, USA and West Germany on
operations, trawls, exercises and postings.
I have gained a lot of experience in the training space
having worked at the Training Battalion and Depot
REME, Princess Marina College, the School of Electronic
Engineering and the Army Training Regiment Pirbright
through the ranks of Cfn to WO1. I amassed many
qualifications in instruction of Military, Sports and
Adventure Training subjects and have always been a
staunch enforcer of the Safe System of Training. I have also
served in 4 Armoured Workshop in the British Army of the
Rhine and 4 Close Support Battalion in Bordon in the ranks
of Cpl to WO1 gaining valuable experience in workshop
and workplace Safety, Health, Environment and Fire.
I commissioned in 2006 and have served at the School
of Electronic and Aeronautical Engineering, the
Defence Survival Evasion Resistance and Escape Training
Organisation (DSTO), the Intermediate Command and Staff
Course, Headquarters Regional Command and 3 tours at
6 Armoured Close Support Battalion REME as QM (T), QM
(M) and Bn 2IC. I have been involved with many aspects
of environmental and safety within Army and Tri Service
areas since being commissioned including being part of the
redeployment of equipment from Afghanistan to enforcing
strict safety measures
during SERE operations
at DSTO.
DCESO(A) was my first
choice of job and I am
looking forward to
contributing as much
as I can.

Feedback

Contact the Editor:
Mil: 9 4393 7037
Civ: 01264 88 7037
E-mail:
sharon.foster474@
mod.gov.uk
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Please note: this article reflects the personal views of the author –
Anthea Ashford, Research Ergonomist, Environmental Medicine and Science, Institute of Naval Medicine

Introduction
The question of “Why do accidents happen?” is not
an easy one to answer. We do know now that blaming
it on human error is too simplistic and this tells us little
about how to deal with the problem. Instead, we need to
identify and understand the range of wider organisational
factors that affect how humans behave. Most modern
accident investigation tools now take this into account.
Understanding and dealing with these organisational
factors appears to be the key to trying to make workplaces
safer, and reducing the consequences of accidents.
To try and prevent accidents, organisations often have
multiple layers of controls – engineering controls, policy,
procedures and training to name a few. The interaction
between these controls and the cultural and psychological
factors that influence how humans behave is often referred
to as the prevailing safety culture.

So what really is safety culture?
Safety culture itself is intangible – it is not something you
can see or hold in your hand. Instead, it is interpreted
through how committed organisations and their employees
are to safety. This is not the same thing as how committed
they say they are, but what they actually do about safety.
While there are many definitions of safety culture, it is most
often described as a shared way of doing things, how safety
is talked about and practiced on a daily basis, from the
senior management through to the front line. This includes
what is accepted as good safety behaviour, and what will
not be tolerated. Cultural beliefs and norms may formally
be laid down in policy and procedures or exist more
informally in working practices.
Safety culture as a concept has sometimes been misused to
focus on people at the ‘sharp end’ rather than focusing on
the organisation as a whole. That is not to say that views
and norms about safety don’t vary across an organisation,
but that our focus must not only be on those people who
are likely to be closest to an accident when it occurs. The
message about how important safety is to the organisation
will filter down from senior management through policy
and decisions about how resources are spent. Leadership
and management commitment to safety are key to ‘setting
the scene’ for safety.
Talking about safety culture is important because it
encourages us to recognise that people’s safety-related
behaviour is shaped by the environment they are in – the
policy and procedures that direct their work, the constraints
they are working under, and the shared and accepted ways
of working that they observe.

Safety culture and the safety
management system
Simply having a safety management system (SMS) does not
assure safety if it is not used properly. However, it is unlikely
that a poor or ineffective SMS will create the appropriate
environment for a positive safety culture to develop or
mature.
Some key aspects of an environment in which a positive
safety culture can be developed may include:
• The creation, monitoring, and regular review of
strategic plans to integrate safety across all aspects of
the organisation.
• The presence and quality of risk control systems –
to encourage and support planning and subsequent
mitigation of risks.
• Good lines of communication that run both from the
senior management to the front line, and from the front
line back up.
• A safety management information system that
allows the organisation to see how effectively it is
controlling safety.
• High quality safety training programmes.
• An easy-to-use reporting system by which employees
can raise safety related concerns, and management that
engage with this system and acts on these views.
These aspects are often assured during audits which
consider whether they are in place, and how effective
they are.

Safety climate
While it is very likely that you have heard of safety culture,
you may not have heard of ‘safety climate’. In fact, safety
climate has been the focus of research since around
1980, several years before the term safety culture became
popular. Measured using questionnaires, which look at
the perceptions that people have about the safety-related
policies, procedures and practices within their workplace,
safety climate has been described as a ‘snapshot’ of how
people see safety in the workplace, at a single point in time.
By looking at things like how committed employees think
their managers are to safety, whether people comply with
rules and procedures and whether people are comfortable
reporting incidents and near misses, we may be able to get
a feel for how effectively safety might be working on a dayto-day basis.
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However, while this may help to show us a bit about what
is going on, it does not tell us a lot about why. So, imagine
lots of people saying that they were not happy to report
near miss incidents. This may be caused by many things,
e.g. they do not believe that it is important to report them;
they do not see that anything will be done so do not see
the point; or simply because they do not have time and the
reporting system is too complicated to use. Each of these
reasons will require different approaches to try and address
them, to help improve reporting. It is therefore important
to ask why, and we can do this by going out and talking
to people.

Can a positive safety culture or
safety climate help to reduce
accidents?
While it may seem obvious that a positive safety culture
or safety climate would lead to fewer accidents, there is
mixed evidence in the scientific literature. As organisational
accidents (like the loss of the RAF Nimrod MR2 aircraft
XV230 in 2006 or the Deepwater Horizon rig explosion
in 2010) are rare and have many contributory factors, it is
difficult to make a confident link between these types of
accidents and either safety culture or safety climate.
Some studies have shown a link between positive
safety climate (as measured using questionnaires) and
occupational accidents (such as trips, cuts, burns, fractures),
while others have not.
However, when looking at how people behave in the
workplace, there is good evidence to suggest that a
positive safety climate or safety culture is related to good
safety behaviours. When people see that safety is taken
seriously by the organisation, it may make them more likely
to get involved with safety and demonstrate good safety
behaviours.

What does a positive safety culture
look like?
While this may vary across different sectors or organisations,
the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) suggests that there
are several things that would indicate an organisation has a
positive safety culture. These include:

• A competent workforce, e.g. ensuring people have
access to the correct training and experience to carry out
their role safely.

Safety culture: piecing together
the puzzle
There are lots of arguments about how, or if, we can
measure safety culture. When asking how we might go
about understanding what an organisation’s safety culture
looks like, it is useful to look at it like a jigsaw puzzle. Each
piece of the jigsaw puzzle is only a partial bit of the whole
picture, and it is only when you put lots of the pieces
together does the picture take shape.
Only through looking at a number of different indicators
– for example safety surveys / questionnaires, SMS audits,
incident reporting and investigation, looking at policy and
where resources are spent in relation to safety, speaking to
personnel at various levels and gathering their experiences –
might we start to get a better view of the whole picture.

Ministry of Defence (MOD) Safety Culture
Community of Practice
In 2016, recognising that there were a number
of groups across the MOD who had an interest in
safety culture, we set up a community of practice
(COP) to enable knowledge and experience sharing.
This allows a forum for colleagues across the MOD
to see what other groups are doing, how they are
embedding and measuring safety culture and / or
climate, the impact of improvement strategies, the
challenges that we face and how we can address
these.
In this way, the COP aims to provide an opportunity
for groups within the MOD to meet and share
ideas. The membership of this COP is open to
anyone within the MOD who is undertaking work
relating to safety culture or has an interest in better
understanding it.
Would you like to be a member of the MOD
safety culture COP?

• Visible commitment to safety by management, e.g.
management who visit sites and workplaces regularly
and have constructive discussions with staff about safety
issues, and who spend time and money on safety.

If so, please email Anthea.Ashford467@mod.gov.uk
and you will be put on the mailing list.

• A workforce who participate in safety, e.g. employees
who take ownership for safety and do ‘more than the
minimum’.

Safety%20Culture%20COP/Forms/Description%20
Groups.aspx) where details of the previous meetings,

• Trust between management levels.
• Good communication throughout the organisation,
e.g. setting clear safety policies, allowing and
encouraging people to speak up and raise safety
concerns.

Meeting every 6 months, the COP holds a shared
DII MOSS site (http://cui5-uk.diif.r.mil.uk/r/414/AIHF/

as well as resources (articles, tools, reports) are held.
We also have a group on Defence Connect
(https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/safetyculture-community-of-practice), which anyone is
welcome to join.
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Article contributed by Martyn Cox – SO1 Safety Management CESO(A)

CESO(A) Occupational Health and
Safety Management Information
(Or Lies, Damned Lies and Statistics)
Since the adoption of the Army
operating Model (AOM) and CESO(A)’s
remit expanding to encompass all
elements of the Army (Regulars,
Reserves and Cadet Forces), a lot of
work has gone into generating and
improving the management information
(statistics) (MI(S)) that are produced to
improve the Army’s HS&EP decision
making. The intention, as part of the
‘Simplifying Safety’ initiative, is to
ensure that CESO(A)’s MI(S) is useful,
targeted and can be used across
multiple levels of the organisation.

Chart 1

At the top level, we have a simple count of the number of incidents
received by severity
At the top level, we have a simple count of the number of incidents received by severity.
3000
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The MI(S) is broken down into several
levels: at the top level, we have a simple
count of the number of incidents
received by severity.
Chart 1 is based on 5,239 incidents
entered by AINC onto INS between
July 2017 and March 2018. It gives a
pictorial representation of the basic
numbers of incidents. It shows that
whilst there is a relationship between
the levels of incidents it is not what
one would be expecting or looking for.
If we now look at the data in a funnel
or triangle chart it does not meet the
normally accepted norms as established
by Heinrich originally in 1931 and then
further developed by Bird in 1969 –
that the average ratio (from a variety
of industries) is 600 ‘critical incidents’
lead to 30 ‘property damages’ lead to
10 ‘minor injuries’ result in 1 ‘serious
disabling (or death)’.

Qtr 2
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Qtr 4
6 Mnths
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Incidents by Severity
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Chart 2
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Frank E Bird Jr
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1931:
H W Heinrich
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2003:
ConocoPhilips
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Chart 3

Funnel diagram of the Army’s incidents by severity

In Chart 2 the generally accepted
industry standard safety triangles can
be seen with the Army’s comparison
in Chart 3 (using INS data). This
shows that the Army has very poor
levels of ‘near misses’ and ‘dangerous
occurrences’. Why? It could be that the
Army is just not having many dangerous
occurrences; but are near misses
occurring? Yes they are – they
are just not being recognised and
reported!
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Chart 4

Incidents by type and category

Animal related
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PT
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However, we should not get hung-up
on precise numbers or ratios; what
is important to understand is that
across many studies it has been shown
the vast majority of accidents
are forecasted before a serious
incident occurs, that means near
misses and incidents incurring minor
injuries have occurred carrying out
similar activities. If these are reported,
causes identified and then rectified
the more serious accidents are
prevented. So, the key take-away
is report near misses.

Chart 5

80

120

Incident Severity and Category
The next level is a breakdown of
incidents by severity and category
and ordered on the number of
specified injuries in each category.
This is captured in Chart 4 above,
which shows those activities, or
areas, that are giving the Army the
greatest concern for loss of capability
(defined as Risk to Capability / RtC)
and where Army resources will be
directed to address issues to prevent
re-occurrence.

160

200

240

This allocation of resources is
emphasised by Chart 5 below. This is
a Pareto Chart, with the red line (the
Pareto line) demonstrating the theory
that 20% of the categories account
for 80% of the incidents reported.
Another useful method of identifying
the areas of concern that the Army is
seeking to address (RtC again).

Continued...

Specified incidents
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Adventure Training, Physical Training and Sports Incidents July 17 - Mar 18

Incident (Type)

Chart 6

Chart 6, right, gives a further
breakdown and comparison of the
data showing that the proportion
of the number of incidents by
severity in adventure training (AT) is
approximately right, whilst in sport it
is heavily skewed towards the more
serious outcome with physical training
(PT) being somewhere in between.
Therefore, if sport is considered, a
much higher number of man days
are lost (RtC) per incident due to the
more serious nature of the injury
incurred. Consequently, the number
of specified injury incidents in sport is
more than 2.5 times the number that
have occurred in either AT or PT.
This can be further broken down,
Chart 7, right, so that you can see
what specific sports or activities are
generating the most incidents and
therefore lost man days (RtC). Taking
football as a specific example, we can
identify that most incidents are lower
limb injuries, such as breaks, which
could mean a person taking up to six
months to recover back to full fitness.
However, the percentage incident
rate compared to the numbers
participating is small. This could
mean that pre-emptive action might
be that key personnel (or individual
capabilities) such as the RMO should
think about what activities they do
prior to a deployment?

Summary
As you can see, CESO(A) has the
capability to provide management
information to support decision
making and resource allocation across
the Army from the top level through
incident severity and category, and
finally incident type.
The Army is good at addressing
process, procedural and equipment
issues, but less good at dealing with
human factors. In many varied studies,
approximately 80% of accidents were
caused, at least in part, by human
factor issues ranging from deliberate
acts, skill based errors or plain
mistakes. Incidents / accidents / near
misses / dangerous occurrences all
have causes associated with them and
these needs to be considered when
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82 18
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Chart 7
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asked to carry out an investigation
into an incident (using the Army 510A
– Unit Investigation Report).
CESO(A)’s management information
processes are a ‘work in progress’
and will continually evolve to support
the Army’s operational capability.
As part of this it is incumbent on all
Army personnel – Regular, Reserve,
Civil Servants, Cadet Forces and
Contractors to be aware of and log
hazards, be aware of those around
them; their capabilities and health,
and report all incidents, especially near
misses! This will allow the Army to
become proactive in addressing and
rectifying issues, so that they do not
keep reoccurring.
Data can only provide information to
inform (decision making) and direct

(resources) and needs to be used in a
timely manner. However, to use it to
best effect, officers and soldiers at all
levels, and across all work areas, need
to report, report, report. This will
allow the Army to become even more
effective, more enjoyable and safe.
Finally, while the Army’s reporting
culture is improving year on year,
especially with regard to serious
incidents; our big challenge is to
improve near miss and dangerous
occurrence reporting. We need
your help; so, recognise and report
all incidents especially near misses.
If you require more information about
CESO(A) Management Information,
please contact Martyn Cox, SO1
Safety Management –
martyn.cox270@mod.gov.uk
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Article contributed by Lt Col (Retd) Ian Tennent, SO1 Audit, CESO(A)

Duty Holding – The Story So Far
(Un exposé simple pour le profane)
The principle of a ‘Duty of Care’ (DoC) has existed and
has been enshrined in common law since a ruling by Lord
Atkin in 1932. Amongst other things it put the onus on
employers to provide their employees with:
•
•
•
•
•

A safe place of work with safe access and egress.
Safe plant, equipment and materials.
A safe system of work.
Adequate instruction, training and supervision.
Competent fellow employees at all levels within an
organisation.

Familiar cries to many of you? Not a surprise really, they
all feature prominently in the foundation sections of the
Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974. These principles
appeared to work quite well until an incident occurred
which was to fundamentally challenge the way the MOD
approached its responsibilities for safety to its employees.
On 2 September 2006, a Royal Air Force Nimrod suffered
an in-flight fire and subsequently crashed in Kandahar,
Afghanistan, killing all fourteen crew members on board.
Some two years later Charles Hadden-Cave QC was
tasked by the Secretary of State for Defence to review
the circumstances of the crash. His report followed after
a further two years and contained a raft of observations
and recommendations. Essentially Hadden-Cave laid the
blame on “the organisational trauma that the MOD had
suffered through successive change and financial cuts over
the period between 1998 and 2006, which had led to a
dilution of its safety regime and culture”. He continued to
say that: “This had come about by the inexorable shift in
the MOD from a ‘safety culture’ to a ‘business culture’, the
organisational changes in the MOD led to a safety regime
which was organisationally complex, convoluted, confused
and seemingly dysfunctional”.
The need to improve the safety culture and apply tighter
controls manifested itself in the concept of Duty Holding
(DH) Risk to Life (RtL). This required a more ordered
process of control with very specific responsibilities, greater
supervision, accountability at the appropriate level and,
most importantly, the ability for the Delivery Duty Holder
(DDH) to elevate the risk up the chain of command if he felt
unable to hold the risk at his level.
How to effectively implement this new concept exercised
countless minds and was widely debated across the MOD.
It soon became apparent that different Services had very
diverse approaches and that one model was not ‘fit for
all’; what suited the air did not necessarily suit the land
environment and vice versa.
Even within the Army TLB the concept was unique in its
ability to mean very different things to different people.
The possibility of consensus seemed a very distant
aspiration. The beast grew arms and legs and suddenly
everything from a parachute jump to a gentle stroll in the
park on a Sunday afternoon featured on someone’s DH
(RtL) Register (not quite, but it wasn’t far off it!).

Such a wide and diverse interpretation was clearly going
to make the concept very difficult to implement and thus
some parameters had to be set. This has now been done.
For the land environment, it has been decided that only
those activities which constitute a genuine RtL and which
cannot be adequately controlled through the concept of
DoC will be subject to the DH Construct. The list, agreed by
CGS, comprises:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training involving all types of firing.
Arduous training.
Adventurous training.
Military diving.
Operating / driving bespoke military vehicles.
Aviation (including UAVs) [in accordance with Air DH].
Military parachuting (including display teams).
EOD activity (including ammunition amd demolitions).

Not all of these are clearly defined (e.g. arduous training –
essentially physical activity in military equipment), but they
form a basis from which to proceed and further enhance
the robustness of our safety management system.
Other aspects of the DH (RtL) construct which had been
challenged have since been confirmed. The Delivery Duty
Holder (DDH) will remain at the CO level with the Operating
Duty Holder (ODH) set at the 2* level (or equivalent –
viz 16x). The 1* and 3* levels will continue to have an
‘oversight’ responsibility; although not directly involved in
the process, they will have a vested interest, will need to be
kept apprised of all significant risks and will be available to
provide advice and support as necessary. CGS will remain as
the Senior Duty Holder (SDH).
DH (RtL) should not be considered separately from DoC.
It is integral to it, but sits at one extreme end as a sub-set.
It caters for those activities which require that greater
degree of control to ensure that they are conducted
safely. The next revision of ACSO 3216 will have a chapter
dedicated to DH which will explain the concept in detail and
reflect these changes.
Shown diagrammatically it might look something like this:

Duty of Care Activities

DH
(RtL)

Ability to effectively control risk

Any queries regarding Duty Holding and Duty Holding
Training should be addressed to DCESO(A):
howard-perry753@mod.gov.uk
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Why Accidents Happen
This incident happened in Borchen,
Paderborn in February 2015 when
a British Warrior IFV being used in a
driving training exercise suffered a
malfunction, causing it to fishtail and
crash into a residential garden.
The track of the vehicle damaged
the boundary wall and crushed the
hedge, but spared the house.
Fortunately, no-one was hurt but
it could have been a very different
outcome.

How did a Warrior IFV end up in a domestic garden...
• It was an accident – just one of those things?
• Someone was responsible – it was their fault?
This can be the immediate response, but when looking at
accidents it is rarely as straightforward as that. Blaming
the individual may not only be unfair, but may mean the
real causes can be overlooked. Typically, the reasons and
contributing factors to any incident can be complex and
may not be immediately obvious.
By looking at the ‘root causes’ and learning the lessons of
past accidents, we can better understand where there are
weaknesses within the Army systems. By trying to address
these, to prevent future events, ensures we make best use
of our scarce resources to deliver the Army’s operational
capability.
There will always be accidents with some that are totally
unforeseen, but all accidents are caused and, whilst a few
may not be preventable, if they are caused – the majority
can be prevented.
There can be the perception that safety gets in the way
of the Army being able to doing its job. The two are
compatible. The Army’s Safe System of Work (SSOW) helps
to understand the risk, manage that risk and keep service
personnel, their families and support staff fit and healthy.
There’s nothing wrong with the Army wanting to look after
all its people; serving, civilian or supporting – the Army
wants everyone to get home safe at the end of the day.
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) provides a useful
approach and way to consider possible contributing factors
focusing on the following interrelated aspects: the job, the
individual and the organisation.

• Place: organisational factors, work pressure, sufficient
resources, quality of supervision, safety culture.
• People: human factors, slips, lapses, mistakes, violations.
• Plant: equipment, its design, its layout.
• Process: job factors, procedures, time available,
distractions.

			Place
Organisational factors influencing accidents can include
leadership, work patterns, communications, tiredness,
training, availability of resources, work pressure, etc.
and, most importantly, the overall safety culture of the
workplace. These factors can be overlooked, but do have a
significant influence on individuals and group behaviour.
If the wrong messages about health and safety are received,
then rule breaking can be encouraged. Poor leadership
and / or a lack of visible communication from management
can be seen as somehow condoning violations of health
and safety rules. Therefore, all elements of the Chain of
Command need to be visibly providing clear and positive
messages about health and safety and its importance in
underpinning the Army’s ability to deliver its operational
capability.
“It is no use saying ‘We are doing our best’.
You have got to succeed in doing what is necessary”
Winston Churchill
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			People
Studies have shown that 80%+ of accidents are caused by
unsafe behaviour and / or human failing. However, there are
many features which can be in play. Key are the individual
(attitude, personality, physical ability and risk perception)
and their competence (skills, qualifications, experience
and knowledge = SQEP). There are also environmental
considerations to consider such as fatigue, stress, morale
and alcohol / drugs.
There are many reasons why people make mistakes and it is
important to note that there is a difference between human
error (a genuine mistake) and a violation (deliberate rule
breaking).
To assist all military personnel in identifying and
managing risks CESO(A) has a portfolio of Risk
Assessment courses – both classroom based
(at Aldershot) and online. These, as well as
other resources, can be found at https://akx.sps.
ahe.r.mil.uk/sites/akx/capability/sustainment/safety.
Additionally, USEAs can deliver Risk Assessment
training at unit level.

			Plant
Plant and equipment has the potential to cause harm.
The simplest things can cause injuries and accidents can
happen as a result of something someone has done (or
not done) earlier. Key issues which can contribute to
accidents include lack of training, lack of experience, lack
of supervision and the overall workplace layout. For the
equipment / plant itself, it is important that controls are easy
to understand and simple to read, and the overall design of
equipment helps to detect or prevent errors.
The simplest example of a failure to operate military
equipment effectively is the first parade required on
military vehicles (particularly Land Rovers). The failure
to conduct this mandated check has led to numerous
military Land Rovers losing a wheel on public roads in
recent months with the risk of injury to members of
the public and service personnel. The wheel that comes
off most often (99%)? The front passenger wheel!
Why? Because this is the one most susceptible to road
damage, torsional forces and the wheel nuts not being
regularly checked.

			Process
Elements of the process or job that can influence the
potential for accidents include the nature of the task itself.
Tasks should be designed to take account of both human
limitations and strength, including mental aspects such as
the requirement for attention to the task and the ability to
make decisions when required. Other contributing factors
can include the wider workload, time available, the working
environment, the presence of distractions and the role of
procedures.

Be aware of the
‘Five Deadly Sins’...

And...

• Complacent.

• Provide training.

• Overconfident.

• Ensure the correct levels
of supervision.

• Unsupervised.
• ill-disciplined.
• Untrained

• Apply the right culture.

• Apply sanctions when
required.

Being alive to the potential causes of accidents and
learning from those which have happened allows the
Army (and you) to make a difference by addressing
identified issues and preventing future events.

The Army’s Organisational Learning Strategy
The Army has always considered itself to be a ‘learning
organisation’ to outwit our adversaries. This has led to the
Army Lessons Process (ALP), which has been largely focused
on operational lessons due to the operational tempo of
the last two decades. Now, with increasingly unforeseen
activities and operations thrust upon us at sudden notice,
we need to learn beforehand.
The Army is consequently investing considerable resources
in revising the ALP to include operational, non-operational
and safety / EP lessons into its core activities as well as
tying into the broader Defence network; DOLS – Defence
Organisational Learning Strategy.
ALP has three levels – unit, formation and Army HQ;
the details are contained within ACSO 1118 with safety
(protecting our soldiers, equipment and resources) being
one of the key pillars. To facilitate this, the Army requires
everyone to report all incidents, accidents, dangerous
occurrences and near misses (see below) using the
AF510 (Incident Notification form) to AINC: armylf-cesoaincmailbox@mod.gov.uk. Where necessary, AINC will ask
you to complete an investigation using the AF510A (Unit
Investigation Report). This should take as little as 20 mins
for a straightforward incident (not including interviews,
photographs, etc.).

Near Miss Reporting – Urgent
Process improvement opportunities are always identified
following an accident and prompt corrective measures
scheduled. Unfortunately, the inherent ability of the
environment or behaviour that initially caused the accident is
seldom addressed in its entirety.
Where there is an accident there is the desire to learn as
much as possible and to try and raise awareness of the
underlying factors. This is why it is important to report
near-misses and to understand what can be done before
a potential accident occurs (see the information on page 8
regarding near miss data). Near miss information adds
greatly to the Army’s understanding of ‘Why Accidents
Happen’ and therefore how to prevent them. So, we
all have a part to play!
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Army Safety and Environment
Conference 18
The Army’s inaugural Safety and
Environment Conference (ASEC) was held
on Thursday 10 May 2018 in Andover.
This was the largest event to be held
at Army HQ since its formation, giving
the opportunity for the Army’s safety
matrix to get together for the first time
to discuss the theme of ‘Leadership in

Delegates had the opportunity to try out virtual reality
headsets, which demonstrated the issue of ‘fatbergs’

Safety’.
CESO(A), on behalf of DCGS, the ‘Army Safety Champion’,
welcomed 150 delegates into the Ramillies Lecture Theatre
from across the Army and Defence with attendees from the
RN, RAF, DSA and local Government – the ASEC being one
of several initiatives to provide an annual opportunity to
inform, educate and share best practice. The event featured
new ‘Army Safety and Environment Awards’, designed
to recognise the good work that so many of the safety
community are doing – congratulations to all the winners,
profiled later in this article.
The ASEC was opened by the new CESO(A), Col Mike
Jeavons (Late REME) who welcomed all attendees before
introducing the keynote speaker, Karl Simons, the Chief
Health, Safety and Security Officer for Thames Water.
Karl, a former REME soldier, gave an overview of the
approach that Thames Water has adopted over the last five
years and the improvement in its corporate safety culture
supported by the company’s senior leadership team. Karl
also provided some insights on individual’s attitude to risk
and safety management and the challenge of intervention.
Karl was supported by two other members of his team,
who provided an opportunity to participate in some virtual
reality training during the conference breaks.

Thames Water’s Karl Simons, presenting his keynote speech

The next presentation was by Lt Col Phil Muir from Brigadier
Army Staff with an overview of the AOM, setting the scene
and context in which we operate and the reorganisation
which saw CESO(A) move into CGS’s headquarters and
assume pan-Army (Regular, Reserves and Cadet Force)
responsibilities for occupational health and safety as well as
environmental protection. It also saw DCGS appointed as
the ‘Army Safety Champion’, thus providing a completed
chain of command (CoC) and network for Army S&EP for
the first time. We were also very fortunate to have Alan
Craddock, Head of Transport and Public Services within
the HSE and with over 30 years’ experience in accident
investigation. Alan’s focus was on the preventable nature of
most incidents, again by robust challenging of bad practices
and the involvement of leadership at all levels. His key
message being that H&S was largely common sense –
a valuable commodity!
After the break, Col Robert Cosgrove (Late REME), Defence
Land Systems Safety Regulator (DLSSR) from the Defence
Safety Authority (DSA) presented. Col Rob gave an amusing
and informative presentation into the intention of the DSA
and the part that the DLSSR plays within it; explaining that
the RN, RAF and DIO had their own equivalents. Col Rob’s
key point was that the DSA would provide broad direction
to the TLBs, but the detail and implementation was their
business. This was followed by DCGS, Lt Gen Pope,
presenting the Army Safety and Environment Awards and
Commendations (detailed later). He was clearly surprised by
the attendance and apologised for not being able to stay
longer.
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After lunch Col David Challes (Late RA) from the Defence
Accident Investigation Branch (DAIB), formerly known as
LAI, gave an overview into their work. Col David, having
been in post for some time and having overseen the
transition, gave the conference a salutary reminder of
what can happen when individuals do not follow correct
procedures or display a cavalier attitude to safety. Running
through a litany of investigations, Col David drew out key
points and common themes, visibly demonstrating why
most accidents are preventable. He outlined the roles and
responsibilities of DAIB along with units and individuals’
responsibilities for when to report accidents; throughout,
emphasising DAIB’s desire to assist everyone to make things
better.

Awards and Commendations

A key part of keeping our people (soldiers and their families,
civil servants and contractors), safe is environmental health
and the Conference was pleased to have an educational
presentation from Lt Col Gareth Moore RAMC outlining
some of the Environmental Health issues facing us,
particularly when deploying on operations. This was one of
the undoubted highlights of the Conference as Col Gareth
showed how the environmental force protection model
can assist with the preparation and protection measures
required to ensure environmental safety. He then went on
to describe the various ways diseases are transferred to
humans and their impact on the body, for example, the
individual who had a suspected ruptured appendix which
turned out to be a case of worms!

• Unit Environment Award.

Several topics were discussed – air quality, noise and pests
being but a few. He also mentioned housing and building
hygiene, the health impact of building infrastructure
issues and the effects that overcrowding and temporary
accommodation can have on a person. Col Gareth’s overall
presentation was very informative and enjoyable. He has
promised to come back for next year to discuss face flies!
The final session saw Col Mike, CESO(A), provide an update
on the Army’s Health, Safety and Environmental Protection,
including the long-awaited publication of ACSO 3216, the
changes to the Army’s Duty Holder construct reducing to
8 Risk to Life (RtL) activities, and the development of the
Army Safety Centre. All topics eliciting a lively debate and
the opportunity for delegates to question the presenters.

The inaugural Army Safety and Environment Conference
(ASEC) on 10 May 18, held at Army HQ, Andover, also saw
the presentation of the first Army Safety and Environment
Awards (ASEA) by DCGS, Lieutenant General N A W Pope
CBE. The ASEAs were awarded to the ‘individual (or unit)
who had made the most significant contribution to Safety
(or Environment) over the previous 12 months’ and were
given in four categories:
• Individual Safety Award.
• Unit Safety Award.
• Individual Environment Award.
These were all supported by commendations, where
appropriate. Nominations were submitted to CESO(A) SO2
Communications, Sharon Foster through respective SO1
FPs or SHEs, who then ran a boarding process chaired by
CESO(A), Col Mike Jeavons.
There were numerous entries submitted, which clearly
demonstrated the scope and breath of activity that is being
undertaken by members of the Army Safety Matrix across
Defence – a number of submissions included RAF Stations!
However, from this very strong field, the following were
selected:

Individual
Safety Award
WO1 David
Radford RLC
(pictured right
with DCGS) for his
proactive approach
to Force Protection
by pursuing several
initiatives including
a Workplace Induction Programme (WIP), a quarterly
newsletter and a formalised 1st party assurance regime.
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Individual Safety
Commendations
Bdr Charlie
Hanson, 47 Regt
RA (pictured right),
for his considerable
contribution to safety
within 47 Regt RA and
specifically for his selfgenerated initiatives
to improve fire safety and equipment husbandry.
SSgt Nathan Robson for his determination to thoroughly
overhaul the training regime implementing a ‘safety first’
culture following the BRECON 13 inquiry.
Mrs Linda Morris,
Wattisham Flying
Station (pictured left),
for her dedication
and determination to
produce the highest
of safety standards
and for her active
conduct of a 1st party
assurance regime with
effective procedures
for follow-up action.

The Adventure
Training Foundation
Centre for seizing
the opportunity to
establish and embed
a proactive safety
culture and assurance
regime during the
organisational change
of the Adventurous
Training Centre (Army)
to the Adventurous Training Foundation Centre. The award
was accepted by Capt Barry Sweatman (pictured above left)
and Lt Col John Hodgson (above right).

Individual
Environment
Award
WO1 Daniel Fletcher
RE (picured right),
for his foresight and
leadership in utilising
green energy and
minimising the use
of resources at RAF
Marham (with a potential saving of £500k per year).

Unit Environment
Award

Unit Safety Award
1st Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
Brigade for their positive reaction to the findings following
the Brecon deaths and their determination to embrace
cultural change and to quickly establish a revised and
modern Safe System for Training delivery.

Unit Safety Commendations
Joint Helicopter
Command Safety
Team for delivering
a constant positive
safety message, for
getting ‘Chain of
Command’ buy-in for
their safety initiatives
and for willingly
supporting other
organisations at home
and abroad. The award was accepted by Dave Atkins –
SO1 Ground Safety for JHC (pictured above).

29th Regiment RLC
for their energy saving
achievements at South
Cerney Station after
being nominated
as the RPOC unit to
conduct Army Energy
Month leading to a
long-term shift in Station culture and substantial month
on month financial savings. The award was accepted by
Lt Col C G Munce MBE RLC (pictured above). See page 21
for further 29 Regiment RLC awards success.
Overall, the first Army Safety and Environment
Conference was a huge success. It enjoyed maximum
attendance, a variety of informative and entertaining
speakers and audience participation. CESO(A) would
like to thank everyone who participated in whatever
capacity and looks forward to seeing you all again at
ASEC 19. Finally, a big thank you to all the CESO(A)
staff for organising this event.

Announcing Army Safety and Environment Conference (ASEC) 2019.
Theme: ‘Safety Culture’.

Date: Thursday 21 Mar 19.

Venue: Tidworth Garrison Theatre.

Also: 				 Army Safety and Environment Awards (ASEA) 18. Submissions deadline: 31 Jan 19.
POC for both: CESO(A) SO2 Comms – Sharon.foster474@mod.gov.uk
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Article contributed by WO2 Andre Pepper, USEA at Mercian 5 Rifles

Warrior 510 Safety
Photo 1
Incorrect
approach to debussing: Section
2IC stopped at
rear door

The Fighting Vehicle 510 Warrior platform has been
the infantry stalwart since the late 1980s and is
set to be with us well into the future.
For those of us familiar with the platform we will have heard of
“turret rash” when the gunner or commander gets traversed on with
a scream, followed by instant remedial training for whoever made the
mistake of not calling out “traversing now!” Also the term “Terry the
turret monster” when your newest bit of webbing is torn up because
the turret cage was not closed, or the odd scream as a dismount
tries to get a brew from the BV at 0300 during a lie-up before the
dawn assault. Or the near miss as the rear door is closing with shouts
from the soldier pushed up against it trying to get his digits in before
a painful crush! These are well known areas of friction that can
quickly turn into minor or potentially serious injuries. Good drills in an
Armoured Battalion WILL result in fewer injuries to valuable gunners,
commanders and drivers that can be vital to operational success.
In addition to the platform’s acknowledged challenges this article
aims to bring alive two potential hazards to our most valuable asset –
people. First a look at the de-bussing drill. As we come out of the Telic
and Herrick era, soldiers that have seen adaptation to the dismount
drill, often necessitated by operational realisms, may now see this as
the norm. However, this can lead to dangerous and unsafe practices.
The second issue is hearing protection for the soldiers in the section
compartment. After just 6 minutes sat in the back of a Warrior damage
to hearing starts if not protected. If we look at how many hours are
spent in the back during operations and training on Salisbury Plain and
BATUS we can see how much damage can be done.

De-bussing
De-bussing: has caused both serious injury and fatalities to our soldiers
when not done correctly.
Below is Army direction found in Armoured Infantry Company Group
Tactics, Annex A to Chapter 4 (page 4A-1):
SECTION 2IC
The Sect 2IC is responsible for ensuring that the dismounts exit the
vehicle safely and do not halt within five metres of the vehicle. The
Sect 2IC should be last man to dismount and once every man is clear of
the door he should ensure the rear door power switch is placed to the
ON position and the door clear button is pressed.
When the door clear light illuminates (Sect 2IC) informs the AIFV Comd
“DOOR CLEAR”.”
The dismount commander is responsible for ensuring that all dismounts
are familiar with, and have practiced mounting and dismounting drills
prior to deployment, these are contained in Annex A to Chapter 4. We
need to make sure that the message is drilled down to the JNCOs in
control of the dismount section to use the correct drill –
not the approach they may have seen before on operations.
Currently, the interpretation of Annex A held widely across the
Armoured Infantry Community, is for the section 2IC to stand or kneel
at the back door on the dismount drill (as seen as Photo 1) – or worse
– the back bins directly behind the track. This is wrong and can lead to
death or serious injury for himself or others if the vehicle reverses for
any reason. By doing this the 2IC is blocking the exit with dismounts
having to run around him when in fact, he must be the last out with
no-one at the rear (as seen in Photo 2). This is a safety measure.
As we relearn our conventional tactics post Telic / Herrick the AI Coy /
Pl ‘jockeying’ off the enemy position will come back into training and if
the 2IC is stood at the rear of the AFV we may well see reoccurrences
of serious and at times fatal accidents. Also, when this jockeying is
done it is critical that vision blocks are not obscured so that the front
vehicles can look for the rear vehicle’s dismounted reserve section / Pl
Sgt’s group.

Photo 2
Correct
approach to
de-bussing:
clear space
and Section 2IC
last out

Deviation from the Set Drill
On operations the drills have on occasions been altered due to the
different threats and the tactics, techniques, and procedures developed
to counter them. This includes the threats faced in built-up areas
or compounds. The dismount drill can only be tailored when on
operations, however, this will require the authority of the Operational
Commander.
“The safety measures and drills given in this Annex are to be adhered
to at all times in peacetime and, whenever practicable, on actual war
fighting operations.”
(Annex A to Chapter 4)

Hearing Protection
The extract from the Commander’s Guide to Hearing Protection,
below, explains the hearing impacts of Warrior (scale in decibels).
It should be noted that medical discharges related to noise induced
hearing loss increased by over 500% during the period 2009-2011.

Summary
As good as it is, Warrior can be an unforgiving piece of kit. We must
look after our men and women by ensuring we keep to the drills
taught and by making sure that the dismount commanders know and
practice the correct dismount drills.
We must also ensure the use of the CrewGuard II active noise
reduction (ANR) headset. If this is not available, THPS basic user should
be used, switched to closed mode to protect from continuous
noise. Only this way can we help ensure that we do not lose good
men and women needlessly – hearing loss can be prevented.
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Biker Beware
Motorcyclists account for just 1% of
total road traffic, but 19% of all road
user deaths – and are around 38 times
more likely to be killed in a road
traffic accident than car occupants1.
Furthermore, according to official government statistics on
deaths in the UK Regular Armed Forces2, the percentage
risk of Army personnel (under 30) dying whilst motorcycling
is 207% more than that of the UK general population, i.e.
Army personnel under 30 are twice as likely to die
while motorcycling than the general public.
According to THINK! (the government’s road safety
campaign run by the Department for Transport), the main
cause of casualties among motorcyclists are drivers of
other vehicles failing to look properly at road junctions.
It has some straightforward advice for both drivers and
motorcyclists...
1 Source: THINK! road safety campaign website, accessed 03 Apr 18.
http://think.direct.gov.uk/motorcycles.html
2 Deaths in the UK Regular Armed Forces: Annual Summary and Trends over
Time, 1 January 2008 to 31 December 2017 (page 27). Published 27 March
2018. https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_
data/file/694139/20180327_UK_Deaths_National_Statistic_2018_O.pdf.
The figures also show a 139% greater risk for Army personnel aged 30
and over.

Advice for Riders
Riding defensively makes you less vulnerable.
Make sure you:
• Anticipate the actions of others.
• Are alert and observant.
• Can slow down and stop if the unexpected
happens.
• Position yourself in the safest and best
place to maximise your visibility of potential
hazards.
• Take a ‘lifesaver’ glance over your shoulder
before carrying out manoeuvres, so you
know where others are and what they’re
doing.
Consider further skills training to improve
your performance and safety on the road –
like Military BikeSafe...

Advice for Drivers
Here are a few simple ways of avoiding crashes
with motorcyclists:
• THINK! take longer to look for bikes:
Look carefully for motorbikes when you pull
out at a junction. If you’re approaching a
junction, look out for motorcyclists pulling
out too.
• Keep your distance:
Driving too close can intimidate a less
experienced motorcyclist.
• Check for bikes when changing lanes:
A motorcyclist may be in the space you
want to move into, or moving into it fast.
Remember your blind spot.
• Check for bikes when turning:
Parked cars or large vehicles can obstruct
your view of a motorcyclist.
• Motorcyclists might pass you on either side:
Double-check for motorcyclists, whether
you’re turning left or right.
• Park safely:
Check for motorcyclists before opening your
car door – and ensure that your passengers
do the same. When you pull away, remember
to look specifically for motorcyclists as they
can accelerate faster than cars.
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With thanks to WO1 (SSM) Adrian Myatt RLC for contributing Military BikeSafe

Military BikeSafe
BikeSafe has been delivered for the past five years from
Aldershot Garrison for members of the armed forces across
the South East, and further afield where individuals have
chosen to put in the miles to get to the Garrison.
Although the requirement to ride motorbikes within the
forces for the most part is no longer there, it is one of the
highest risk activities undertaken by forces personnel, albeit
while off duty. Due to the high number of very serious
injuries inflicted on forces personnel as a result of road traffic
collisions, research on how this could be reduced was carried
out and, following consultation with the Police Force, Military
BikeSafe was introduced at no cost to the rider.
Military BikeSafe offers up to four workshops a year, with
one a month in May, June, July and September, considering
block leave over August. Though this may vary from Brigade
to Brigade.
The workshop is broken down into three phases over the
course of a day. The day begins with what is probably the
most important part of pre-workshop admin where the
participants get to choose their (free) lunch during the meet
and greet over a coffee and biscuits. In conjunction with
this the lead police officer riders are paired off dependent
on machine size, riding experience and social interaction
with other riders present. Riders then head to the classroom
where various aspects of defensive riding are discussed in
conjunction with video and Powerpoint presentations.
From here the paired riders head out onto the roads of Surrey
and Hampshire with their assigned police assessor for a series
of rides followed by hot de-briefs and advice after each. This
continues for the morning with riders finishing for lunch
in the café at the Museum of Army Flying, Middle Wallop.
Following lunch the riders head back out for the afternoon
on faster roads with less restrictions where they can put into
practice what has been learnt during the morning; again
with advice and guidance in between rides. Between 1530
and 1600 the riders arrive back at Headquarters Regional
Command for a final debrief on the day’s riding and a
presentation about accident prevention.
It’s safe to say that no matter how much experience a rider
has, he or she will take something away from the workshop
that will improve their riding.
For further information about Military BikeSafe contact
your Brigade Master Driver.
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Article contributed by Lt Col J M Gilbert RLC, Chief Ammunition Technical Officer (CATO)

Ammo Doesn’t Care Who it Kills
The Army has a serious problem with
the improper disposal of munitions on
the training estate.

3. Various munitions found by a child on a training area

In 2017 over 19,000 live munitions were discovered both
on training areas and dumped in the waste disposal system.
In one example, approximately 10,000 rounds of 5.56mm
blank ammunition (including thousands of rounds still in
their primary packaging) and a number of practice fuzes for
grenades, were found dumped in a pond on a training area.
Whose fault is this? Remember: “Your ammo is your
responsibility”.
1. Part of the find of 10,000 items of dumped munitions

In almost every case these abandoned munitions are
found close to, or on, public rights of way. There are
many examples where members of the public, including
small children, have picked up live munitions discarded by
soldiers. The photo above shows discarded munitions that
were collected from a training area by a child, including two
live detonators, and fortunately were subsequently handed
to Range Staff by an adult. The consequences of any of
these items functioning when in the possession of the child,
or indeed anyone else, does not bear thinking about.

As shocking as this is, it is by no means the worst example;
recently, over 16,000 munitions of various types were
found, also dumped in a pond:

Almost every incident demonstrates clear intent
on the part of the perpetrator(s) to conceal their
dangerous and illegal actions.

4. Part of the find of 7.62mm blank link in two watercourses

2. Over 16,000 munitions
dumped in a pond

Quite apart from the significant security, reputational
and cost issues arising from the loss of control of large
quantities of live munitions of various types, these incidents
represent a major threat to safety: not just other military
personnel, but also civilian range staff, civilian waste
disposal contractors and members of the public.

Another recent example, shown above, involves
approximately 2,000 rounds of 7.62mm blank link dumped
in two separate water courses on a training area.
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The improper dumping of munitions is not confined to
training areas; items are also regularly dumped into the
waste disposal stream. This includes Portaloos:

Every incident described in this article,
and the overwhelming majority of all
incidents, are completely avoidable
and result from a failure of discipline
on the part of the perpetrator(s),
(Military Units) and a lack of
leadership by those responsible for
their supervision – Officers and NCOs.

5. Munitions found following
contractor emptying of a Portaloo

And in Biffa bins (below). This presents a threat to both
waste disposal contractors and ordinary members of the
public (and results in substantial fines for the MOD).

The dumping of munitions of any type represent a serious
threat to the safety of other military personnel, range staff,
civilian contractors and members of the public. Sadly it is
only a matter of time before serious injury, or possibly even
death, occurs as a result of these acts of wilful negligence,
but you can prevent this!
The solution is simple: effective leadership by commanders
at all ranks to ensure that the ammunition issued to their
soldiers is properly managed and controlled. Plus, everyone
exercising proper battlefield discipline in which we have all
been trained.

6. 5.56mm blank found in bin waste by
Biffa Waste Management

Remember: “Your ammo is your
responsibility”.
Note: some details have been altered or omitted due to
incidents being subject to ongoing investigations

Please promote viewing of these important Army videos...

Don’t gamble with ammo

A bullet with your name on it

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXxiEZ8rZ_0&t=2s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__qbg_X0RYE
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Heat Illness and Hydration
Each year there are
incidents of heat illness –
not always overseas and
not always in the peak
UK summer months.
The key source of guidance is JSP
539 – Heat Illness and Cold Injury:
Prevention and Management,
Version 3, which contains detailed
information for management of
these conditions. It remains the
Commander’s responsibility to
identify the risk of heat illness,
consider contributing factors and
take the necessary steps to reduce or
minimise the risk of an occurrence.
Where there is a risk of heat illness,
it is the Commander’s duty to ensure
actions are taken to reduce this to
As Low As Reasonably Practicable
(ALARP).
JSP 539 includes a guide of the
elements to take into account and
this article considers just one of
those in more detail, highlighting
the role of water intake. Heat
illness in military personnel is
usually related to the level of high
activity and inability to lose the heat
generated. However, hydration is
one of the preventative measures
and adequate hydration is essential
to allow maximum heat loss through
efficient sweating.

Correct Hydration

Managing Heat Illness

Key points included in JSP 539:

Remember, there should be a
plan in the event of heat illness
occurring and all incidents should
be properly reported to AINC:

• Clear and active management is
required as thirst can be a poor
indicator of fluid requirements.

armylf-ceso-aincmailbox@mod.gov.uk

• There are recommended
quantities of water intake to
take before, during and after
activities involving working and
exercising in heat.
• Use and knowledge of Wet Bulb
Globe Temperature (WGBT) is
essential in modifying water
intake to ensure this is linked to
both environmental conditions
and work intensity (see the
Table below, reproduced from
JSP 539).
• Fluid intake should be
checked – for both under and
over-hydration (especially where
hydration bladders are used).
• Impact of diet and fluids should
be considered, including the role
of salt and electrolyte drinks, as
well as drinks to avoid.
Refer to JSP 539 for further
practical advice:
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/
Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/
JSP539ClimaticInjuriesintheArmedForces
PreventionandTreatment.aspx

Immediate First Aid
• Stop the activity.
• Start first aid treatment.
• Cool the casualty. Remove
clothing, sponge with water
and place in shade.
• Give water if conscious.
• Seek medical aid and, where
appropriate, evacuate.
• Look for similar symptoms
in others.

Recommended Water Intake for WBGT vs Activity Level (Table 2 from JSP 539, Part 2, Version 3)
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Award Winning South Cerney Team
Congratulations to 29 Regiment RLC at the Duke of Gloucester Barracks, South
Cerney Station for winning the ‘Energy Management Team’ award in The Energy
Managers Association (EMA) 2017 Awards.

The Station Safety & Environmental
Adviser, Capt Nigel Williams, and
the team collected the award in a
ceremony held at the ExCel Centre
in London on 22 November 2017
which recognised the passion,
dedication and determination of the
Energy Management Team, which
is a partnership between Industry,
DIO and the MOD focused on the
reduction of energy and utility
consumption at South Cerney.
It all started when Headquarters South
West nominated the Regiment as the
Unit to conduct Army Energy Month
(AEM) in the South West Region.
The Regiment took on the project to
introduce measures to save energy
within the barracks. The Station
has an Environmental Management
System in place which is supported
by an annual Environmental and
Sustainability Action Plan to help
deliver and improve sustainability and
performance.
Improvement started with changing
expectations on performance and
behaviour. Consumption of utilities
is actively monitored by the QM and
DIO Area Utility Manager (DIO AUM)

Pte Lauren
Barr RLC
was in
charge
of the
“Children’s
Triad
Warriors”

The Energy Management Team includes DIO Estate Facilities Manager: Andy Jordan; DIO
Area Utility Manager: Lyndsay Spark; Carillionamey: Steve Udolloress; Elior: Jane Brain and
Alison Fenton; Keldawater: James Lee and Ian Chesterman; Commanding Officer: Lt Col C G
Munce MBE RLC; SSO: Maj (Retd) Dave Martin; QM: Maj Pete Walker RLC; Station Safety &
Environmental Adviser: Capt Nigel Williams (pictured holding the award) and Pte Lauren Barr
RLC (pictured below left).
The Award was presented by Lord Redesdale – CEO of the Energy Managers Association.

on a monthly basis. They are helped
by building custodians and energy
wardens who have detailed terms of
reference and clear daily closedown
procedures which help to reduce costs
during daily Distribution Use of System
(DUoS) and Tri-annual Demand (Triad)
periods.
The DIO AUM, organised a
Carillionamey energy managers
advisory survey and the report
highlighted many ‘Spend to Save’
opportunities to bring the Station up
to date with cost saving options for
the immediate and long term future.
The survey identified that the 110
service families houses were being fed
off the MOD electricity supply system
and that DIO has been and continues
to pay for the houses during TRIAD
and daily Red DUoS periods, such
that everyday household activities
during these periods cause significant
expense for MOD.
To this effect the Welfare team and
volunteer staff took immediate and
innovative action and formed the
Station’s ‘Triad Warrior’ groups as part
of youth club activities. 58 primary
and 30 secondary school children took
part in an energy saving awareness
campaign and successfully qualified as
‘Triad Warriors’.

In order to raise awareness they
performed leaflet drops and assisted
parents with energy conservation in
the housing estate areas.
Further behavioural management
strategies have been implemented
within the Station focused on training,
communication, procedures, unit
orders and energy saving measures
during site closedown periods.
In summary, Capt Williams states that:
“A total ‘Team’ effort has been and
continues to be required. Planning
and cooperation across all parties has
been paramount. In time, the savings
recommendations identified will
directly benefit the Station and MOD
for both the immediate and long
term future. Several Estate Service
Requirements have been submitted
by our DIO EFM. Once funding is
agreed and becomes available then
the ‘Spend to Save’ opportunities
will start to really take effect. We are
the first MOD Unit to take part in
EMA industry competition and win
an award. This will hopefully raise
awareness and inspire other military
units in identifying ways on saving
money on utilities and energy costs.”
A sincere well done from CESO(A)
– this team is a real inspiration!
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Article contributed by David Challes, Deputy Head, Defence AIB

Lessons Learned
Recent Defence AIB reports
In order to increase the opportunities to prevent future accidents by
learning from previous accidents, Defence AIB is publicising links to
recently published Service Inquiries (SI) reports, Non-Statutory Inquiry
(NSI) Safety Investigation reports (SIR) and Deployment Records (DR)*.

RIFLES Training Team Fatality
on an AFT – Service Inquiry
On 19 Jul 16, 41 students drawn from across
the Regular elements of the Rifles Division
undertook an 8 mile (12.8km)loaded march
under Annual Fitness Test (AFT) conditions
within and near the Infantry Battle School,
Dering Lines, Brecon. The students were
attending a training course, run by The Rifles
Training Team, to prepare them for the
Platoon Sergeants’ Battle Course and Section
Commanders’ Battle Course. At 0852,
400m from the end of the march, a soldier
collapsed and was subsequently pronounced
dead. The Service Inquiry identified a number
of factors that contributed to the accident,
notably that the deceased had an underlying
and undetected medical condition, but that
the AFT did not directly cause his death.
Additionally, there was no formal governance
or assurance of the training course, there
was a lack of awareness of policy changes
to MATT 2 and JSP 539 and concerning the
use and understanding of Wet Bulb Globe
Thermometer readings. The Service Inquiry
report can be found at: https://www.gov.
uk/government/publications/service-inquiryreport-into-the-death-of-a-soldier-during-anannual-fitness-test-at-brecon-on-19-july-2016

3 SCOTS Fatal shooting –
Service Inquiry
On 22 Aug 16, The Black Watch, 3rd
Battalion The Royal Regiment of Scotland
(3 SCOTS) were conducting Exercise WESSEX
STORM 4/16 on Otterburn Training Area
which included Live Fire Tactical Training
(LFTT). During a night Fire Team Attack,
without illumination, at Heely Dod range, a
soldier received a fatal gunshot wound to the
head.

The Service Inquiry identified a number of
factors that contributed to the accident,
notably: the difficulty of identifying soldiers
at night and the scope to confuse soldiers
with targets; the reduction in situational
awareness when wearing Peltor hearing
protection and night vision devices and the
progression through the various stages of
LFTT at night. The Service Inquiry report
can be found at: https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/service-inquiry-intothe-death-of-a-soldier-participating-in-livefire-tactical-training-at-heely-dodd-rangeotterburn-on-22-august-2016

Following these accidents,another which
resulted in a death,and several other minor
incidents being reported to the DAIB, an
investigation into the crashworthiness of the
MAN SV fleet was initiated.
The Investigating Officer (IO) concluded that
the use of young (below the legal age for
civilian drivers of equivalent vehicles) and thus
inexperienced drivers, combined with the
use of the vehicles in convoys both on and
off road meant that there was a potentially
large magnitude of risk that was not fully
understood, especially when the vehicle was
used in the troop-carrying role. DLSR has
been tasked by DG DSA to re-evaluate the
MOD’s licensing of drivers for this type of
vehicle.

Land Rover Wheel
detachments –
Non-Statutory Inquiry
Since 2007 there has been over 23
occurrences of the detachment of Land
Rover wheels, predominantly on public
highways. Six of these happened in the first
three months of 2017. Due to the regularity
and potential for serious injury, DG DSA
sanctioned a Non-Statutory Inquiry. The
evidence and information gained throughout
the course of the investigation indicated
that a loss of clamping force, caused by
a reduction in torque between the wheel
nuts and studs, had been the Causal Factor
in all occurrences.It was highlighted that
the majority of the incidents occurred on
the left hand side wheels of vehicles that
had not travelled a significant distance
since an associated maintenance event.
The safety investigation made a number of
recommendations aimed at improving the
safety of the Land Rover fleet; notably with
regard to improving both the procedure and
documentation for wheel replacement. The
safety investigation report can be found at:
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/2/
Docs8/20171024.1/20171114-DAIB_17_004_
Land_Rover_Wheel_Detachment_FINAL-OS.
pdf

MAN SV Crashworthiness –
Non-Statutory Inquiry
This Safety Investigation Report was the
result of an investigation into three collisions
involving MAN Support Vehicles (MAN SV)
since Jun 15. Two of these accidents resulted
in serious, life-changing injuries, specifically to
the cab occupants.

MAN SV following collision
In addition, the level of crash worthiness
testing, both prior to the introduction to
service and after subsequent modifications,
was not fully understood by the MOD. The
IO concluded that it is highly likely that this
testing is inadequate, given the current
modification state of the MAN SV fleet.
Recommendations have been passed to the
DES Project Team to explore ways to improve
the crash-worthiness of the MAN SV fleet.
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/2/
Docs8/20171024.1/20171201-DAIB_16_012MAN_SV-SIR-OS.pdf

Field Electrical Power Supply
(FEPS) fire; BATUS May 16 –
Non-Statutory Inquiry
On the 3 May 16 the FEPS was being used
to power a Unit Command Post (CP) as part
of Exercise Prairie Storm 1 (PS 1). Initially, an
alarm sounded indicating an over-speed of
the equipment and efforts to turn off the
engine using the Emergency Stop failed.
After a short period of time residual fuel in
the exhaust system ignited, resulting in a
fire. Initial attempts to extinguish the fire
failed but it was eventually extinguished and
the engine stopped. The incident resulted
in two soldiers sustaining injuries associated
with fighting the fire and which required
hospitalisation.

* A Defence AIB Deployment Record is issued following deployment of investigators to an accident or incident but when no formal investigation
is subsequently conducted. It summarises what the investigators found and reports this back to the stakeholders. DRs are included here for the
benefit of DSA Regulators and HQ staff but are not circulated widely to TLBs as they are not the result of formal investigations.
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Article contributed by Simon Morriss, SO2 EP&SD at CESO(A)

Help Save a Native
Species in Trouble
Sadly, there is good evidence that hedgehog numbers
are dropping in the UK, threatening the survival of
this much loved species.
The west European hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus) is one of
about seventeen hedgehog species worldwide (living in Europe,
Asia, Africa and New Zealand) and unmistakable as Britain’s only
spiny mammal. They share a distant ancestry with shrews and have
changed little over the last 15 million years. Britain’s hedgehogs live
across a wide range of rural and urban habitats, so can be found
in gardens of houses (including Service Family Accommodation),
barracks and on training areas. They have established themselves
as the gardener’s friend by eating slugs and other pests.
The hedgehog is classed as an endangered species. It is estimated
that the British hedgehog population has fallen from around 30
million in the 1950s to around 1.5 million now. Some even believe
that they will be gone in the early 2020s if current trends continue.

Why are hedgehogs in such trouble?
A healthy adult British hedgehog only has one real natural
predator – the Badger, who can penetrate the hedgehogs prickly
fortress when rolled up. As usual with most endangered species, it
is our activities that are mostly contributing to their decline.
Traffic (the hedgehog’s big enemy). The increase in motor vehicles
has affected hedgehog numbers. Hedgehogs travel several miles
during the night foraging for food, this invariably takes them
across roads (particularly in urban areas) thus bringing them into
conflict with cars, etc.
Loss of habitat due to urban development, with many modern
domestic conurbations having smaller neater gardens with walled
borders as opposed to the larger fenced and hedged gardens of
older developments (although some new eco-estates are taking
hedgehog welfare into consideration by including “hedgehog
highways” into their design). Intensive farming and loss of
hedgerows has also been detriment to rural hedgehog welfare.
However, with many farms now taking wildlife conservation
seriously and allowing some land to grow wild and even reestablishing hedgerows, in theory this situation may improve.
Garden chemicals, particularly slug pellets can poison hedgehogs.
If a hedgehog eats a poisoned slug it will also be affected.
Hedgehogs have established themselves as the gardener’s friend by
eating slugs and other pests.
Even garden maintenance can be lethal to hedgehogs. Gathered
up foliage to burn in a bonfire will look like a five star hotel for a
hedgehog and many fall victim to garden strimmers and mowers
when hiding in vegetation during the day.

What you can do to help?
Make your garden hedgehog
friendly. Create a nature area in
your garden by letting vegetation
grow wild and placing piles of
leaves and sticks where a hedgehog
could rest during the day and
even hibernate in winter. Bespoke
hedgehog boxes can be bought from
garden centres or even made yourself
(plans can be found on the web).

Speak to your neighbours
about ways of allowing
hedgehogs to easily move
between gardens, cutting
a small hole in a fence can
create a hedgehog gateway
for instance.
Avoid slug pellets that
can poison a hedgehog.
Instead, use natural methods
of pest control (your
hedgehog can help you with
this!) Other methods involve
placing crushed eggshells
or coffee grains around
vulnerable plants.
Supplement hedgehog diets by leaving some food out at
night. Hedgehog food (both dry and wet) is available from garden
centres and pet shops. They will also eat meat-based wet cat and
dog food and meal worms. The food should be put in a shallow
dish in a sheltered part of the garden with another dish containing
fresh water (hedgehogs drink a surprising amount). However,
NEVER put out milk as hedgehogs are lactose intolerant.
Maintenance. Check before igniting bonfires for resting and
hibernating hedgehogs. Before strimming or mowing, make sure
no hedgehogs are in your path.
Ponds. Hedgehogs are surprisingly good swimmers, but if you
have a pond, put a ramp, stone or anything that will enable a
hedgehog to climb out if it falls in. This goes for swimming pools
too, although covering them when not in use should stop the
hedgehog entering in the first place.
Cars, vans, etc. Although there are many more things to look
out for when driving safely, it is worth bearing hedgehogs in mind
when driving at night through urban areas – another reason to
stay at a safe speed and read the road ahead.
If you see a hedgehog out in the day, particularly if it looks
‘drunk’, it is probably unwell. You can rescue it by wearing sturdy
gloves and placing it in a box, then contact the British Hedgehog
Preservation Society (https://www.britishhedgehogs.org.uk) for
advice. The same goes for underweight juveniles in the autumn
(around November onwards), hedgehogs should be around 600g
in order to survive hibernation and members of late second litters
are often much lighter than this.

Hedgehog facts
• An adult hedgehog has between 5,000 and 7,000 spines.
• They have poor eyesight, but excellent hearing and smell.
• A group of hedgehogs is called an ‘Array’.
• A hedgehog has an average litter of 4-5 hoglets, and can
have two litters per year.
• They have an average life span of 2 to 5 years.
• Their natural diet includes worms, slugs, beetles and
other insects.
• The hedgehog was voted Britain’s favourite wild animal
in a survey in 2013.
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Contacts and Further Information
To convert the following Mil numbers to Civ, dial 01264 88 and then add the last 4 digits.
CESO(A)

Defence AIB

CESO(A) – Col Mike Jeavons

9 4393 7051

Defence AIB (Land) 24hr Duty Number

030 6798 6587

DCESO(A) – Lt Col Kev Howard Perry

9 4393 6791

DAIB Hd – Gp Capt Andy Bastable

01252 533530

SO1 Safety Pol – Adam Neale

9 4393 7052

DAIB DepHd – Col (Retd) David Challes

01264 382432

SO1 Safety Management – Martyn Cox

9 4393 7058

DAIB LAND Snr Ops – Lt Col (Retd) Ranald Blue

030 679 86590

SO2 Lessons – Jenny Godfrey

9 4393 7059

DAIB LAND Ops1 – Maj (Retd) Billy Evers

07717 424001

SO1 Audit – Lt Col (Retd) Ian Tennent

9 4393 7627

DAIB LAND Ops2 – Maj (Retd) Andy Neary

030 679 86589

SO2 EP&SD – Simon Morriss

9 4393 7624

DAIB LAND Ops3 – Vacant

SO2 Comms – Sharon Foster

9 4393 7037

DAIB LAND Ops4 – Capt Reg Pierce

07717 424004

CESO FAX (Mil)

9 4393 7607

DAIB LAND Ops5 – WO1 Lee Fairbanks

07717 484018

DAIB LAND SIB – WO1 John Horne

030 679 86593

AINC

DAIB LAND Snr Eng – Maj Kendal-Reid

030 679 82529

armylf-ceso-aincmailbox@mod.gov.uk

DAIB LAND Eng1 – WO1(ASM) Andrew Wrend

030 679 82533

OIC AINC – Vacant
(Temporarily contact through
SO1 Safety Management – 9 4393 7058)

9 4393 7644

AINC FAX (Mil)

9 4393 6889

TBC

DAIB FAX (Mil)

Army Safety

9 4391 7551

CESO-Army

Army
Knowledge
eXchange

British
Army
Safety
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